GET YOUR MICHELIN COACH ON BOARD!

You have chosen to equip yourself with the MICHELIN Track Connect technology and we thank you.

This unique solution has been specially developed to optimize the way your tires perform on the track.

- More confidence and a better track experience.
- Use your MICHELIN Pilot Sport Cup 2 Connect tires at 100% of their capacity.
- Better times on the track.
- Optimize tyre life on the track.

Use this guide to discover all the functionalities and possibilities on offer to you.
YOUR MICHELIN TRACK CONNECT KIT

All the items in the kit are required for the correct use of the Track Connect application. The sensors should be installed in tires beforehand by a professional.

THE CONTENTS

1. The 4 sensors
   To be installed in each of your tires by an approved professional

2. A storage bag
   Contains the receiver
   + 1 short cable
   + 1 long cable
   + a cigarette lighter / USB adapter

3. A phone holder
   To be placed on the dashboard
**Prepare The Experience**

1. **Download your mobile app.**
   The mobile app can be downloaded from the App Store for iOS (Apple) systems or the Play Store for Android systems.

2. **Tap the REGISTER button** at the bottom of the home screen and enter the information needed to create your account.

View and configure your profile.

3. Through the **MY PROFILE** menu you can find your personal information and information about the application, get in touch with the team at MICHELIN and log out from the application.

---

1- The configuration phase (synchronization) between the sensors and the app should be done by your dealer.
2- In case of malfunction, turn your telephone off and back on then turn the Bluetooth off and back on. Lastly, disconnect and reconnect your receiver.
3- Make sure that GPS is activated on your phone.
4 Configure your vehicle.

In the **MY GARAGE** menu, select the **ADD A CAR** button to configure your first car.

Once completed, confirm the addition by selecting **ADD THE CAR** again. You can now manage the configuration of your vehicles and the position of the tires on the vehicles via this menu.

Confirm the addition of your vehicle by selecting **ADD THE CAR** at the very bottom of your screen:

---

**Congratulations!**
You are now a member of the MICHELIN Track Connect community.
You are now ready for your next track day experience!

---

**Remember to unplug the receiver** when not in use to avoid draining your vehicle’s battery.
LIVE THE EXPERIENCE BEFORE THE RUN

1. Press START and configure your run.

2. Select your vehicle in MY GARAGE and press THE CIRCUITS. Select Driving Type: Road or Track.

3. For Track mode select the track you will be driving on and then select the weather conditions.*

4. Press WARM-UP to prepare your run and monitor the increase in temperature of your tires.

5. Press GO! button at bottom of screen to start a run.

Check
- that the Bluetooth on your telephone is activated,
- that the receiver is turned on and positioned between the two front seats.

* Note that when you are less than 1mi from a track, Driving type(Track) and the track are automatically pre-selected by the app if your GPS is activated.

Start your first track session using the pressures recommended by the manufacture after the session adjust the pressures based on the application’s recommendations for warm tires.
With the phone in portrait mode (vertical)
The pressure and temperature information appears on the 4 windows representing your 4 tires. A color indicates how closely your tires’ match optimal pressure.

**GREEN:** Optimal  **ORANGE:** Outside of optimal pressure  **RED:** Outside of tire and vehicle operating pressure range

With the phone in Landscape mode (horizontal)
The pressure information appears on a dial comparing the pressure of the front and rear axel. The dial displays the amount of oversteer or understeer related to tire pressure.

**Top left:** A stopwatch is automatically started based on the GPS coordinates of the start/finish line of the selected track.

**Top right:** Displays best lap time. At the end of each lap an indicator lets you know if you are faster or slower than this benchmark time.

At the end of your run, press the **STOP!** button to get recommendations and analyze your run.

Driving over 20 mph will ‘wake up’ your sensors which will then display the pressures and temperatures in the App.
Access the detailed information and recommendations for your run or your warm up.

**Pressure gauge function:**
Press **ADJUST MY PRESSURES.**
The pressure gauge function provides a visual overview of your pressures compared with the recommended values through changes in the value and the color code.

The pressure adjustment recommendations for each tire are only valid if the vehicle returns to the track within 30 minutes after stopping.

The **change** in pressure of your tires between the start and the end of your run and the time spent in the optimal pressure range for your tires.
With the phone in landscape mode:
Use your finger to slide the cursor along the timeline to view and analyze changes in pressure and temperature during the run.

With the phone in portrait mode:
On each of these screens, you can view a summary of the times achieved during your run. Your best time is highlighted.

The change in temperature of your tires between the start and the end of your run and the time spent in the optimal temperature range for your tires.
CONTINUE THE EXPERIENCE

Your experience doesn’t stop after a run. Using the application, you can review your data, analyze them and share them.

Go into **MY RUNS**: find all the information about your runs (adjustments and changes in your tires’ pressure and temperature, replay your runs...)

View your history: Go into **MY RUNS**.
To analyze your run on a specific track:

1. Go to **MY LATEST OUTING** or **MY HISTORY** to see older **RUNS**.

From the **MY RUNS** menu, select **REPLAY MY RUN** and relive every moment of your run.

2. Press the **PLAY** button to start the replay:

   - Place, date and conditions for the run
   - Duration of the run and lap indicator
   - End replay
   - Pressure indicator
   - Current time
   - Best lap of the run
   - Real-time speed
   - Indicator of lateral and longitudinal G
   - Replay controls
CONTINUE THE EXPERIENCE

TAKE ON NEW CHALLENGES

Discover other circuits and prepare your next runs.

1. Select THE CIRCUITS and then the track that you are interested in. You get all the information you need.

2. For each circuit, see:
   - your best time,
   - the record for the track,
   - the record for your team(s).
   Go into each of these menus to filter the results and get more information.

3. Follow the directions to get to the track. Click on GO.
Challenge your friends by creating or joining a team: Select **ADD A TEAM** and name it. If you are the **TEAM** admin or owner, you can invite a new member.
Join the community!

Share your performance statistics with other enthusiasts and make instant comparisons of your recorded data.

Let’s stay connected!

If you have any questions call Michelin Consumer Care or use your app:
MY PROFILE > CONTACT US.

Call 800-336-6256 in the USA or email trackconnectUS@michelin.com for support.